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SILENCE





DE-INDIVIDUATION
Losing one’s identity, leading to 
increases in anti-normative behaviors.



Researchers hid in houses and observed 1,039 
children trick-or-treating.

(Diener et al, 1976)



1) “Identified” solo children
2) “Anonymous” solo children
3) “Identified” group of children
4) “Anonymous” group of children

(Diener et al, 1976)



14% more children stole candy when they were 
anonymous.

(Diener et al, 1976)



36% more children stole candy when they were in 
anonymous groups.

(Diener et al, 1976)



The behavior of the group was defined by the first 
child’s behaviors.

WHAT HAPPENED?





When racist or sexual slurs 
were first thrown, it defined 
online culture.

(Postmes et al, 1998)



Deviant behaviors were more 
likely to occur if people thought
it was appropriate in that 
specific context.

(Postmes et al, 1998)



HOW DID WE RESPOND
AS AN INDUSTRY?









CONTEXT EXPERIMENT

GROUP ONE GROUP TWO
MEMORIZE

NEXT WORD
CLOSE YOUR 

EYES



DUCK

CONTEXT EXPERIMENT

GROUP ONE



RABBIT

CONTEXT EXPERIMENT

GROUP TWO





WE NEED TO…

Focus on changing the context

Re-educate that negative 
behaviors are NOT OK online.



Positive 
Game

Toxic 
Game

DIFFUSION ANALYSIS

Triggered Toxic 
Game





99% of these experiences are neutral or positive.





WHY SHOULD YOU CARE

In competitive multiplayer games, 
social interaction determines if a 
player continues to play or quit.



320% more likely 

to quit, the more toxicity 
they experience

PLAYERS ARE



[LESSON 1] Clear feedback is everything

[LESSON 2] Be humble when you eventually screw up

[LESSON 3] Understand how perceptions are created

[LESSON 4] Trust the community to have moral standards

LESSONS WE LEARNEDLESSONS WE LEARNEDLESSONS WE LEARNED



IS EVERYTHING
CLEAR FEEDBACK



[TOXIC ACT 1] Hacking?

[TOXIC ACT 2] Verbal abuse and death threats?

[TOXIC ACT 3] Exploiting?

[TOXIC ACT 4] Account stealing?

@#*&!

!!!

HISTORY OF PLAYER BEHAVIOR IN ONLINE GAMES





IS EVERYTHING
CLEAR FEEDBACK





When you tell players a reason for 
their punishment, reform
rates go up to 50%.

When you show players
specific behaviors leading to
the punishment, reform rates
go up to 70%.

FEEDBACK IS EVERYTHING



When you are transparent
about rewards and 
punishments, other players 
can see what they have agreed 
is OK or not OK in League.

You establish new norms that 
players can see, feel, and 
discuss.

But, this system was slow.  

FEEDBACK IS EVERYTHING



“To my memory, I was just negative and complaining that I was last 
pick in a majority of games… isn’t a lengthy ban out of hand?”

FEEDBACK IS EVERYTHING



Feedback is most powerful 
when delivered immediately 
after a behavior.

FEEDBACK IS EVERYTHING



Built systems to collect player 
feedback:

REPORTS HONORS

Developed Machine Learning 
Model



Machine was capable of learning 
about: 

LANGUAGE 
CONTEXT

GAME 
SPECIFIC 
TERMS

Machine could classify behaviors 
from negative to positive–
judged by players 



ANALYZING LANGUAGES



Your mom

ANALYZING LANGUAGES



Slang:
“Silver trash”

ANALYZING LANGUAGES



With nearly immediate feedback, 
toxicity in League dropped 
dramatically and instantly.



2%
DOWN TO Games globally 

where there is an 
incident of racism, 
homophobia, 
sexism or excessive 
harassment.



Toxicity in 
Ranked Mode40%

DROP IN



of punished players 
write to Player 
Support asking 
about their 
punishments.

8%
ONLY



CASE#  10,847
BILLY VS THE MACHINE 



So far, so good…

“All the responses I've seen 
from Riot so far have been 
pretty well justified IMO.”

“Welcome to the real world, 
time to start growing up.”



So far, so good…

“Give you a chance to change 
what you shouldn't be doing 
already? I wish the real world
worked like that.”

“You're probably making 4-9 
other players' experiences 
worse. You're the person 
driving away business.”







A lack of transparency here could 
undermine the system and the 
community itself.

We had to investigate further.

“I’m genuinely convinced at this 
point that it’s because of troll 
reports.”



“Akali, stop diving you 
fucking dingus.”

WE STOOD OUR GROUND



“I was the Akali.”





BILLY VS THE MACHINE

WHAT 
NOW?

BILLY VS THE MACHINE



WE APOLOGIZED

“We’re going to remove the 
ban entirely.”

“I’d like to personally apologize 
to you”



“Talking shit to 
yourself in 
chat and 
getting 
banned. Now 
that’s next 
level.”

BILLY VS THE MACHINE



BILLY VS THE MACHINEBILLY VS THE MACHINE



BILLY VS THE MACHINE
[1] Mistakes are going to happen.

[2] When you have the players’ trust, you can 
survive these and come out stronger.

[3] The players will rally and support you.

[4] How you respond to a mistake will define you 
and your community.

BILLY VS THE MACHINE



UNDERSTANDING
HOW PERCEPTIONS ARE

CREATED



Does this apply to the perception of online communities as 
well?

of players create new 
content.1%

of players consume the 
content.90%

of players edit content.9%

In an online, 
collaborative 

forum,

THE 1% RULE OF THE INTERNET



PLAYER TYPES

NEGATIVENEUTRALPOSITIVE

Toxic JoeNeutral-Positive SamPositive Pete

LESSONS WE LEARNED



THE 1% RULE OF 
INTERNET 
CULTURE

26.0%7.4%

Toxic JoeNeutral-Positive Sam

How many players on your team are
much less skilled than you?



THE 1% RULE OF 
INTERNET 
CULTURE

How often do you “carry”
your team to victory?

26.0%

48.2%

7.4%

29.2%

Toxic JoeNeutral-Positive Sam

How many players on your team are
much less skilled than you?



THE 1% RULE OF 
INTERNET 
CULTURE

How often do you “carry”
your team to victory?

How often do you think you are 
reported by other players?

26.0%

48.2%

28.1%

7.4%

29.2%

7.8%

Toxic JoeNeutral-Positive Sam

How many players on your team are
much less skilled than you?



THE 1% RULE OF 
INTERNET 
CULTURE

How often do you “carry”
your team to victory?

How often do you think you are 
reported by other players?

Should players lose their ranked
season rewards if they are toxic?

26.0%

48.2%

28.1%

33%

7.4%

29.2%

7.8%

40%

Toxic JoeNeutral-Positive Sam

How many players on your team are
much less skilled than you?



PERCEPTION

Toxic Joes believe there are 
139% more toxic games 
compared to the average 
player.



PERCEPTION

Toxic Joes also believe that 
correcting a player when they 
perform badly is the right thing 
to do and makes them perform 
better.



Recently, just 11% of players accounted for the vast 
majority of negative posts and as a group drove the 
perception of the majority.



Research suggests that when content creators get 
downvoted, they tend to downvote others and create 
lower quality content… creating a vicious cycle. (Cheng et 

al., 2014)





SHADOW 
BANS

SILENCE>





CONTENT CREATORS 
REFORM AFTER 
JUST ONE SHADOW 
BAN.

79%



[LESSON 1] Clear feedback is everything

[LESSON 2] Be humble when you eventually screw up

[LESSON 3] Understand how perceptions are created

[LESSON 4] Trust the community to have moral standards

LESSONS WE LEARNEDLESSONS WE LEARNEDLESSONS WE LEARNED



Questions?

JEFFREY “LYTE” LIN
jlin@riotgames.com | @RiotLyte


